Name - Ahdu Sawbi
Other Name - Nil
Age / Birth year - 18 Yrs / 2000
Race / Religion - Bengali / Islam
Birthplace - Padaka Ywa Thit Village, Maungdaw township
NRC No - Nil
Education - Nil
Occupation - Unidentified (Daily worker)
Names of Parents / Address - (F) Khawbi Ra Mauk, (M) Sara Hatu, Padaka Ywa Thit village
Wife - single
Reason of Investigation - According to Terrorist Act-50(A)
Date and Place of Investigation - (6.9.2017), Maungdaw Police Station
Brief History:
I was born in 2000. I am the youngest son among 3 siblings. The others are:
(1) Mawra Khatu (Elder sister)
(2) Rawzia Begun (Elder sister)
I did not go to school. I live in Padaka Ywa Thit, and am a daily worker.

Claims
How I was recruited:
In our village, there are about 400 households, but, I don’t know how many people. There are two
mosques in our village. I go to the nearest mosque, we are supposed to go there 5 times a day. But, I
can only go 2 or 3 times because I am a daily worker. The Mawlawi [Imam] of the mosque is Fawkaw
Raw Din (25), (F) Sha Ha Mauk. He and La Lu (short hair, wide forehead, big eyebrows, small eyes,
sharp nose, small mouth, beard, thin, height- 5’ 6’’) said we should occupy Maungdaw region and
make it an Islamic State. They said that Bengalis are restricted from traveling, and oppressed, and
that is why we must unite and attack the security outposts. RSO (Rohingya Solidarity Organization)
and ARSA members from Bangladesh are giving training secretly in some villages. Now, the trainees
would lead the attacks. I heard La Lu has connections with the RSO and ARSA, and he is training
villagers.
How we attacked:
Our villagers together with other Bengalis led by RSO and ARSA attacked the security outposts on
25.8.2017. I did not know which outposts they attacked, because I did not join in these attacks.
We are told by Mawlawi Fawkaw Raw Din and La Lu to flee from the village and go to Bangladesh,
and burn the houses as we left. Then we set the houses on fire and ran together with other Bengalis
from other villages. Among our villagers, I could only recognize Sayed Du Saung (54), Ahbu Taw Yok
(30), Rawfique (27), Asan Mullar, my father Khawbi Ra Mauk (53), Addulah (17), Ta Hay (15), Faron
(18), Ashar Dullah (19) and Eliyar Yad (24) from Kyaung Taung Alay Village. As we were fleeing we
arrived at Tarein village, and we met with other villagers and decided to attack the Kyein Chaung
Police Outpost. We numbered about 100 Bengalis. That night, nearby Bengali villagers gave us
swords and sticks. And at 11:30 pm on 30.8.2017, we attacked the security personnel that we had
seen in Tarein Village. When they shot back, we dropped the swords and ran back.
How we were caught:
We were captured while we were again attacking another Army group. I, Sayed Du Saung, Eliyad,
and my father Khawbi Ra Mauk were captured by the Army at that place.

